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1. Introduction. Let T(y) be an operator defined on a Banach space

Y into another such space and let 8T(y; h) be its first variation. The

Banach space analogue of Newton's method is given by the iteration

formula

(1.1) yi+i =y{- 8T-\yi; T(yi)), i = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

where 8T~1(y; h) denotes the inverse with respect to h of 8T(y ; h). The

present writer [8]2 has shown that this iteration scheme, henceforth

called Newton's method, may be used to solve certain nonlinear sys-

tems of second order differential equations subject to two point

boundary conditions. Various other applications have been made by

Kantorovic [3; 4; 5] and Mysovskih [6; 7]. In the papers of Kan-

torovic, conditions under which a sequence {vi} determined by

Newton's method will converge to a solution of the equation

(1.2) T(y) = 0

are established for the case of a real Banach space. In this paper we

complete the picture by presenting a convergence theorem for

Newton's method valid for the case of a complex Banach space. This

theorem has the virtue of imposing no conditions on the second varia-

tion of T as is done by Kantorovic in the real case. This is ad-

vantageous in that the second variation plays no role in (1.1) and

hence need never be computed.

2. Convergence theorem. Let Y and Z be complex Banach spaces

and let T(y) be an operator defined on the sphere

S:   \\y\\ <p, p > 0,

into Z. Let the following conditions be fulfilled:

(i)  T(y) is G-differentiable (Hille [2, p. 71]),
(ii) there exist y0 in S, a positive number a, and a sufficiently smalt

positive constant M such that

_   ||r(y)|| = M,    if   \\y- yo\\ á a,
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(iii) hT(yo; h) is a one to one mapping of Y onto Z. Then the sequence

{yi} given by Newton's method is well defined and there exists d>0

such that {yi} converges quadratically to a unique element y of the

d-neighborhood of yo. Furthermore y is the unique solution of (1.2) in

this neighborhood.

It will facilitate the proof to state several intermediate results in

the form of lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. There exists a positive constant r<l such that for all y

in S satisfying \\y — Vo|| èr and any h in Y the inequalities

(2.1) ||T(y)\\ S M,
M

(2.2) \\5T(r, h)\\ è-\\h\\

hold, while

(2.3)       ||r(y+*)-r(y)-ír(y;*)||

provided \\h\\ <r.

M

r(r —

Since we may take the number a of (ii) as small as necessary, (2.1) is

merely a restatement of the hypothesis. It follows from (i) and (ii)

in consequence of a result of Zorn [9] that T(y) is Fréchet difierenti-

able and hence analytic on S. In view of this, inequalities (2.2) and

(2.3) with r=a/2 < 1 can be readily established (see Hille [2, proof of

theorem 4.5.1]).

Since T(y) is Fréchet differentiable in S, ôT(y; h) is a linear and

bounded operator in h lor y in S. It then follows from condition (iii)

that ôT~l(y0; h) exists and is also linear and bounded. Hence, there

exists a constant B such that

Hsr-Kyo; *)|| û B\\h\\.

We now specify that by M sufficiently small we mean

1      r2

(2.4) BM < —
4'1 + f

Consequently,

(2.5) \\yi - yo\\ = ||«r->(yo; r(y„))|| ú BM < ■?-■
o

Lemma 2.2. For all y in the neighborhood [|y—y0||^r, 8T~1(y; h)
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exists and is expressible in the form

8T-\y; h) = H0(y; ST-\yo', *))

where H0 is linear in h for each y and satisfies

(2.6) UffJIg—L-, 0<q<±.
1 — q 4

Hence,

B    „   „
(2.7) \\ST-Ky; h)\\ _

1 - a

Consider the linear operator Qo defined by

Qo(y; h) =■ 8T^(y0; 8T(y; h) - 8T(y0; h)).

We have by Lemma 2.1

\\Qo(y; h)\\ = B\\8T(y; h) - 8T(y0; h)\\ =-||*||
r

provided ||y— y0|[ ú.r. Define q = 2BM/r. It then readily follows from

(2.4) that q lies on the interval 0<q<i/4. Consequently, the linear

operator H0(y; h) defined by

(2.8) Ho(y;h) = [1(h) + Q0(y; A)]"1,

where / is the identity operator, exists and has a norm satisfying

(2.6). This last statement may be verified by consulting Graves and

Hildebrandt [l, Lemma 16.1]. That H0(y; 8T~1(y0; h)) serves as the

inverse with respect to h of 8T(y; h) follows in a similar way as in the

proof of Lemma 16.2 of the last cited reference.

By the lemma just proved we may define an operator

Q(y; h) = 8T^(y'; 8T(y; h) - 8T(y'; h)),

provided \\y'—yo\\ úr. It follows from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2

that

||e(y;*)|| ú-^—\\8T(y;h)-8T(y';h)\\
1 - ?

B     2M.,  „ q     ,,.,,
—     . Mil A II       II

1 — q    r 1 — q

provided \\y — yo\\^r. By (2.6), 0<g/(l— g)<l. Hence, the operator

H(y; h) defined by dropping the subscript in (2.8) exists and has a
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norm satisfying

(2-9) \\B\\é^—,f,
1 — ¿q

and is such that

6T-Ky;h) = E(y;hT-\y';h))

for all y and y' satisfying ||y— y0|| úr, ||y' — yo|| ^r.

Lemma 2.3. Let yk and yk-i be elements of the r-neighborhood of y o

such that ||y*—y*-i|| = r¡k~iúBM. Then if

(2.10) yk = yu - Sr-^yt-i; 2Xy*_,)),

we have

||57/-i(y*-i; r(y*))ll ^ 4 T^^-
2   1 — q

Using (2.3), (2.7), and (2.10) one can construct the inequality

\\sT~Ky»-i; T(yk))\\

= ||y» - sr-Ky*-!; r(y»)) - y*_i + oT-Kyk-i; T(yt~i))

- yk+ yk-i - hT-1(yk-i; r(yi_i))||

= \\oT-\yk-i; oT(yk-i; yk - y*-x) + r(y*_,) - r(y»))||

á-||ír(y*_i; yk - y*-i) + r(y*_i) - r(y*)||
1 - q

B        Mr,i-i

1 - q r(r - j?*_i)

Since i\k-i/r — r\k-i%.BM¡r — BM<l, we may finally write

||«2^(y*_i; r(y»))|| ^ - -^—Vk-i.
2   1 — q

We are now ready to complete the proof of the convergence theo-

rem. The essential tool is contained in the statement

(2.11) « = ||y<+i - y,|| g (- j^j) *» * - 0, 1, 2, -.. ,

whose proof will be obtained by induction. For f' = l, it follows from

(2.5) and the succeeding lemmas that
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ft-||*-*ll - \\iT-Kyi; T(yA)\\

= \\H(yi; ST-\yo; T(yi)))\\ = ^—^- -1 -?-„
1 — ¿q  2   1 — q

1       2g

4   1 - 2q

Assume that (2.11) holds for all i^k-í. Then since 2g/(l-2g)<l,

we have

(1      2g   \ *_1— J    770 < 770 S BM

and

w     ^ 2(1 - 2g)

l|y*- yo|| áLifá —•—-— 770
i_o 2 — 5ç

8 r
g -770 á- •

3 3

Similarly, ||y*_i — yo|| ár/3. Thus Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 may be

applied to ||Sr_1(yt; 7Xyt))||- The result is as follows:

„* = \\8T-\yk; T(yh))\\ = \\H(yk; tT*(y>*i T(yk)))\\

1-ill.^w ~,     »II    .    1 2?Ilsr-Hy*-!; r(y»))||< 7?t-l~ 1 - 2q" " ~   4   1 - 2ç

= vT T^V '*
Hence, (2.11) holds for i = k and so for all positive integers ♦'.

Since the sequence {yi} of the theorem is such that 22«' Vi is con-

vergent, it has a unique limit y. It is clear that y must be an element

of the r/3-neighborhood of yo. It is a consequence of the inequality

0 = lim ||r(y,)|| = lim ||ír(y4; yí+1 - yOll
i—» 00 I—» 00

^ lim — ll^f+i — y<|| = o
t->» r

and the continuity of T(y) that T(y) = 0.

We choose d of the theorem equal to r/3. To see that y is the

unique solution of (1.2) in the ¿-neighborhood of y0 let y* be another

element of this neighborhood also satisfying (1.2). Then
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II? - y*ll = \\y-y*~ sr-Kr, T(y)) + sr-*(r, T(y*))\\
= jfiT-Xr, &T(r, y-y*)- T(y) + T(y*))\\.

Since ||y —y*|| ^ 2r/3, Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 are applicable. Thus

BM       ||y-y*||a

\\y - y*\\ Ú-...—-j¡r- •
i - q nr~ \\y- y\\)

It is easy to show that

i     ll?-y*ll    ^
2  r-||y-y*|| ~

while q/(l— q) <1. Hence,

l|y*-?ll<b*-y||
i.e., y=y*.

The quadratic nature of the convergence can be demonstrated by

the following computation:

||y*+i - y*|| = W&T-^yk-, T(yk) - T(yk-i) - 5T(yk-i; yk - yk^))\\

1 q 1 2 1       g 1        2
è —■-Vk-1 S-Vk-1

2 1 - q  r - Vh-i 2   1 - q r - BM

= C||y» — y*-i||2.
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